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OPENING CEREMONY

I am the Maiden, child of the spring, dancing with delight into this fresh new Life.
I have boundless energy, wrapped in youthful innocence.
I stand in the East, place of new beginnings, floating in on the breath of the morning Air.
Here we breathe life into our dreams. Here we find the truth and knowledge to make them
happen.
I am the Mother, womb of the summer, patiently bearing the load of the fruit of this Life.
Now I build, create, giving, sacrificing myself to the growth of the next generation.
I am the Red Hot Mama, sustaining Life through my passion.
I stand in the South, the place of Fire.
Here we find transmutation as the old is burned away to make room for the new to grow.
I am the Matriarch, Queen of the Harvest, powerful, guiding, beguiling, leader of my clan.
Experienced in the ways of this Life, I am the Wisdom Gatherer.
I stand in the West, place of cooling, life sustaining Water.
Here lies emotions and the release from them. Here lies tranquility and peace.
I am the Crone, luminous with age, crowned with the white snow of winter, deeply marked by
the passing of time.
I am the Witness of Mystery, Bearer of Sacred Power, and Embodiment of Wisdom.
I am the legacy, the Elder, Healer, Teacher, Grandmother.
I stand in the North, place of the Ancestors, connecting to the permanence of Earth.
Here lies strength and stability, creating a foundation upon which to build.
I am the Spirit of Father Sky, of the angelic realm, with countless stars of the night.
I shine light upon the earth both day and night, guiding our steps.
I am Above, beautiful and majestic, through all seasons.
Here we find freedom and the air we need to breathe
I am the Spirit of Mother Earth, nurturing and grounding.
I give bounty and beauty to all.
I am Below, supporting and welcoming your deep roots, through all seasons.
Here we find deep spiritual centering.
I am the spirit of our Souls within, place of union and reverence.
I share the love that guides our way.
I am Center, joining all our hearts as one.
Here we find peace, truth and the essence of life.

